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Mathematical Association of Victoria’s Annual 2011Conference 
FOREWORD
The theme of the Mathematical Association of Victoria’s Annual Conference in 2011 
is Maths is Multi-Dimensional.  The multi dimensional nature of mathematics is more than 
apparent in the multiple approaches our community uses to encourage students to enjoy 
the beauty of mathematics.  Mathematics is layered with possibilities and from the selected 
papers in these proceedings you will witness the depth and breadth of knowledge that lies 
in the Asia-Pacific region. 
We would like to welcome first time authors to the conference proceedings and a 
new section which includes current university student papers.  I still remember the thrill 
of seeing my name in print for the first time in the MAV conference proceedings.  I even 
bought a copy of the proceedings for my proud parents!  It is hoped that more educators 
in the future will share their stories with the mathematics community.  There is a wealth of 
rich and substantive teacher knowledge and practice that needs to find its way beyond the 
classroom walls and into our collective awareness.  The Mathematics Association of Victoria 
conference proceedings is a vehicle to offer the humble reader a window into your teaching 
and learning space.  The articles submitted this year are an eclectic collection ranging from 
tasks trialed in local Victorian classrooms to enacting a problem-solving curriculum in 
Singapore.  We are grateful to our Singaporean colleagues who have contributed a number 
of stimulating papers to our collection.  The passion our authors possess for excellence in 
mathematics education shines through their every word. A big thank you to our reviewers 
for their insightful comments and efficiency. Your efforts are greatly appreciated.
I hope that you too find the contents of the proceedings stimulating and inspiring. 
Happy reading and enjoy the conference.
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